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1. glory
Sentence: The heroes fought for fame and glory.
Definition: fame and honor; adoring praise

2. aware
Sentence: Be aware of the speed limit when driving.
Definition: knowing what is going on around you

3. carton
Sentence: I brought a square carton of milk in my lunch.
Definition: a container made of cardboard

4. adore
Sentence: Animal lovers absolutely adore their pets.
Definition: to love greatly, worship

5. aboard
Sentence: We stepped aboard the sailboat.
Definition: on or in a form of transportation

6. dairy
Sentence: She purchased milk in the dairy section.
Definition: relating to milk or milk products

7. ordeal
Sentence: Bad weather made playing soccer an ordeal.
Definition: a difficult or painful experience

8. pardon
Sentence: Please pardon me for interrupting you.
Definition: forgive, excuse, or free from blame

9. warn



Sentence: Thunder can warn us that a storm is coming.
Definition: to tell about something before it happens

10. vary
Sentence: The weather will vary from hot to cold.
Definition: to show gradual change

11. barely
Sentence: Running late, I barely made it in time.
Definition: by a very small amount

12. torch
Sentence: A flaming torch lights my way in the dark.
Definition: a flaming light, often carried by hand

13. barge
Sentence: Do not barge into my room without knocking!
Definition: rudely interrupt or enter without permission

14. soar
Sentence: An eagle can soar very high in the air.
Definition: to fly or rise to a higher level

15. beware
Sentence: Beware of speed bumps when you drive fast.
Definition: to be careful, to watch for

16. absorb
Sentence: We will use the sponge to absorb the water.
Definition: to soak up

17. armor
Sentence: The knight in shining armor rode his horse.
Definition: a protective covering for those who battle

18. stairway
Sentence: I walked up the stairway to the third floor.
Definition: a set of risers climbing to a higher level



19. perform
Sentence: I will perform my best in the dance recital.
Definition: to act before an audience

20. former
Sentence: My new teacher is nicer than my former one.
Definition: earlier in time than something else

21. discard
Sentence: He will discard the papers he does not need.
Definition: to throw away, get rid of

22. forfeit
Sentence: The team will forfeit because of a penalty.
Definition: to lose or surrender

23. orchestra
Sentence: Musicians in an orchestra watch the conductor.
Definition: large group of instrumental musicians

24. rarity
Sentence: Hot days were a rarity in the frozen north.
Definition: something unusual, a treasure

25. hoard
Sentence: My dog will hoard his bones and bury them.
Definition: to collect and save
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